
srs l{t
L. Particle P of mass m and particle Q of mass km arc moving in opposite directions on a

smooth horizontal plane wiren they collide directly. lmmediately before the collisio^n the

speed of p is 5, and the speed of ! is, a. Immediately after the collision the speed of each

p'urri"t. i, t utr"d and the direction of motion of each particle is reversed'

Find

(a) the value of ft,

(b) the magnitude of the impulse exerted on P by Q in the collision'

(3)

(3)
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A small stone is projected vertically upwards from a point O with a speed of 19.6ms-1'

Modelling the stone as a particle moving freely under gravity,

(a) frnd the greatest height above O reached by the stone,

(b) frnd the length of time for which the stone is more than 14 7 m above O'

(2)

(s)
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3.

Figure 1

A particle of mass 2 kg is suspended from a horizontal ceiling by two light inextensible

snings, pR and eR. The particle hangs at R in equilibrium, with the strings in a verlical

plane. The string PR is inclined at 55'to the horizontal and the string QR is inclined at

35' to the horizontal, as shown in Figure 1.

Find

(i) the tension in the string PR,

(ii) the tension in the string QR.
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4.

Figure 2

A lift of mass 200 kg is being lowered into a mineshaft by a vertical 
^cable 

attached

to the top of the lift' e c.at" 3f -us' 55. kg is on the floor inside the lift' as shown in

F'iorrre 2 The lift descends vertically with constant acceleration' There is a constant

"r"#at 
..ri."*e oi -ug"itoa" t5d N on the lift' The crate experiences a constant

il,r',rri .tu.tio" of magnitude 473 N from the floor of the lift'

(a) Find the acceleration ofthe lift'

(b) Find the magnitude of the force exerted on the lift by the cable'

(3)

(4)
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Figure 3

Abeam AB has length 5 m and mass 25 kg. The beam is suspended in equilibrium in ..

a horizontal position by two vertical ropes. One rope is attached to the beam at A and

the other rope is attached to the point C on the beam where CB = 0'5 m, as shown

in Figure 3. A particle P of mass 60 kg is attached to the beam at B ar1 the beam

."-ui-rs in equilitrium in a horizontal position. The beam is modelled as a uniform rod

and the ropes are modelled as light strings.

(a) Find

(i) the tension in the rope attached to the beam at A,

(ii) the tension in the rope attached to the beam at C

parlicle P is removed and replaced by a parlicle Q of mass Mkg at B. Given that the beam

remains in equilibrium in a horizontal position,

(b) find

(i) the greatest possible value of M,

(ii) the greatest possible tension in the rope attached to the beam at C'

(6)

(6)



Question 5 continued
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A particle P is moving with constant velocity. The position vector of P at time I seconds

(t > 0) is r metres, relative to a fixed origin O, and is given by

r : (2t - 3)i+ (4 - s4j

(a) Find the initial position vector ofP.

The particle P passes through the point with position vector (3.4i - 12)m ar

time 7 seconds.

(b) Find the value of Z

(c) Find the speed of P.

(1)

(3)

(4)
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7. A train travels along a straight horizontal track between two stations' '4 and B The tratn

starts from rest at z ,r,a *oi., *ith constant acceleration 0.5 m s-2 until it reaches a speed

of tr/ msl, (V < 5o). Th; ;;;;; travels at this constant speed before it moves with

;;;.; deceleration 0 25 m s-2 until it comes to rest at B'

(a) Sketch in the space below a speed-time graph for the motion of the train between the

two sralions A and t. (2)
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The total time for the joumey from I to B is

(b) Find, in terms of Z, the length of time'

(i) accelerating,

(ii) decelerating,

(iii) moving with constant sPeed'

.'. L, =2V

L

5 minutes.

in seconds, for which the train is
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Given that the distance between the two stations A and B is 6'3 km'

(c) find the value of Z'
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Figure 4

Two parlicles P and Q have mass 4 kg and 0'5 kg respectively The paticles are attached

to tt 
" 

.na, of a ligh;extensible string. parlicle p is held at rest on a fixed rough plane,

which is inclined to the horizontal at an angle a where tan c : I The coefficient ol

friction between P and the plane is 0.5 The string lies along the plane and passes o^ver. a

,rrrutf r-oot}t light pulley which is fixed at the top of the plane' Pa(icle Q hangs freely

ul r"rt ,.rti.u1/below the pullcy. The string lies in the verlical plane which contains_ the

;;iLt ";J 
a line of greatesi slope of the inclined plane, as shown in Figure 4. Particle P

i.."llas"d from rest with the string taut and slides down the plane'

Given that I has not hit the pulley, find

(a) the tension in the string during the motion,

(b) the magnitude ofthe resultant force exerted by the string on the pulley'
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